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In the systems ferromagnet/superondutor ([Fe, Ni℄/In), the temperature dependent transport

has been investigated within the temperature range inluding superonduting transition temper-

ature for Indium. It has been found that when Indium beomes superonduting, the system

resistane aquires two positive additions. The first, numerially equal to the resistane of a fer-

romagnet part, of order of a spin�polarized region in length, orresponds to the manifestation of

"spin aumulation" effet. The seond agrees in magnitude with an interferene redution in the

ferromagnet ondutane over the oherene length for singlet "Andreev pairs" whih is established

by the exhange field in the ferromagnet. From the experimental data, the degree of urrent spin

polarization, the oherene length in the exhange field, and the lower limit of spin�relaxation

length in Fe and Ni have been estimated.

The possibility for spin harateristis of ondution eletrons to reveal in metal transport is widely

studied both theoretially and experimentally whih fat indiates that the problems in desription

and identifiation of experimental data in this field is still far from omplete. For example, on measur-

ing transport properties of mesosopi heterosystems ferromagnet/superondutor (F/S), an intriguing

suggestion has been made [1�3℄ that in ferromagnets, a long�range proximity effet for Andreev ex-

itations with the energies ε ∼ T < ∆ (∆ is the order parameter) may exist over the length sale

exeeding onventional estimates. Later analysis [4℄ of the experiments pointed to some speial fea-

tures onerning, in partiular, the neessity to properly aount for the urrent distribution in planar

mesosopi interfaes. Besides, the properties of suh interfaes in the form of sandwihes are losely

related to the partiular tehnologies of their preparing. An unertainty is thus introdued into the

values of the transmission oeffiient and potential barrier height at the interfaes, even for the nanos-

trutures prepared by the tehnologies of similar type [5℄. Moreover, sine the potential differene is

usually measured with the interfae inluded (see, for example, [2, 3℄), this irumstane may seriously

interfere with interpreting the effets inherent for a ferromagnet.

As an illustration, the omparative temperature dependenes of the potential differene normalized

to the urrent, U/I, are plotted in Fig. 1 for the N/S system normal�metal/superondutor (Cu/Sn)

in ases when the probes do or do not enlose the interfae [6℄. Curve 1 measured beyond the interfae

aounts for the fundamental proposition in theory [7, 8℄ that at inserting Andreev refletion, the

interferene of eletrons (e) and Andreev holes (h) along the e�h oherene length, ξT , measured from

N/S interfae leads to the inrease in elasti sattering ross�setion, i. e. to dereasing (not inreasing,

as in ase the sattering is not onsidered [9�11℄) the ondutane of a normal metal. At the same time,

total potential differene in the whole iruit, with the interfae inluded (most popular experimental

arrangement), after the superonduting transition may bear the opposite harater, not related to the

effets in the ondutivity of a normal metal (urve 2, see also [2℄). It is the behavior of this kind that

is often treated as possible manifestation of the long�range proximity effet in the ondutane of a

non�superonduting setion of the system.

With the aforementioned measurement onfiguration, the onlusion on the nature of the proesses

may also be inadequate when the geometry of the planar interfae is suh that a superondutor, as a

part of the potential lead, overlaps a notieable area δA of the non�superonduting film investigated,

and, in doing so, shunts it when turning into the S�state. With omparatively small thiknesses of
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the intermediate layer between superonduting and normal films in the sandwih (the availability of

suh a layer is evidened by the pronouned "non�Sharvin" resistane of the barriers in mesosopi

interfaes), the inevitable drop in the system resistane due to the shunting is of order of δR/R ≈ δA/A
whih value is often observed [2, 3℄. In experiments measuring the "nonloal" resistane of the F/S

systems [12℄, the shunting effet may be revealed as well at the interfaes removed not too far, due

to the urrent spreading into the branhes. The distribution of the eletri potential in the branhes

whih size in mesosopi samples is omparable to that of the main iruit, is a diret evidene that the

above situation is real. As known, the distribution obeys the Laplae equation (see, for example, [13℄).

The solution for the urrent near the interfae in the branh, L in length and of width and thikness

idential to those of the main iruit, is the following expression: j(x) ≈ j(x0)(1/4
√
π)(x/x0) exp[−(x−

x0)/x0]. Here, x0 is the beginning of the branh measured from the urrent injetor; x0 ≤ x ≤ L. In
mesosopi samples, the effet should be rather notieable. Therefore, in the heterosystems onsisted

of a ferromagnet and a superondutor, a few ompetitive mehanisms may appear after swithing

into the F/S regime. The first gives rise to the inrease in the potential differene measured within

the range of the oherene length of the non�superonduting part of the system, due to Andreev

interferene. The seond diminishes that differene due to the shunting effet (the behavior of that

type was observed in Ref. [12℄). The last is the effet at the F/S interfae itself. It is assoiated with

the mismath between spin�polarized urrent in a ferromagnet and spinless urrent of the Cooper pairs

in a singlet superondutor and is known as spin aumulation [15, 16℄.

Below we present experimental investigations of transport properties of the rystalline heterostru-

tures Fe/In and Ni/In, with F/S interfaes prepared speifially, to obtain high�transpareny barriers

and, as a result, to minimize the differene between various F/S interfaes. We have studied the

ondutane of the ferromagnet metals with different eletron sattering lengths adjaent to a super-

ondutor, the phenomena at the F/S interfae under Andreev refletion and urrent polarization, and

the shunting effet in the viinity of superonduting transition. We use four�terminal tehnique of

various onfigurations and different relations between the dimensions of the ferromagnet ondutors

and F/S interfaes.

Our main results are as follows: i) We have observed the inrease in the resistane of F/S interfaes

Fe/In and Ni/In as an evidene for spin aumulation resulted from the peuliarities of Andreev

refletion at the F/S interfae under urrent polarization in a ferromagnet; ii) we have first revealed

the interferene ontribution from Andreev exitations into the ondutane of a ferromagnet (Ni)

within the limits of a oherene length typial of ferromagnets.

The samples were ut by the spark�erosion method from two bulk ferromagneti metals whih differ

greatly in purity, polyrystalline Fe with Residual Resistane Ratio RRR ≈ 3 and monorystalline Ni

with RRR ≈ 200. Mean free paths, lel, at helium temperatures were estimated to be approximately

0.01 µm (the value most typial of known nanostrutures) and 2 µm for Fe and Ni, respetively.

Fig. 2 presents a shemati view of the sample onfigurations. The working area of the samples,

with F/S interfaes at the points a and b is marked by dashed lines. When Indium bridge loses the

points a and b the working area gains the geometry of an enlosed "Andreev interferometer" whih

allows us to study phase�sensitive effets as well (will be presented elsewhere).

The superonduting In bridge ab was soldered to the prepared in advane [Fe, Ni℄/In interfaes.

Point�like interfaes were fabriated by mehanially destroying a superfiial layer of the ferromagnet

metal and simultaneously oating it with melted Indium of high purity (RRR ≈ 4 · 104). Indium was

applied onto a tip of an iron solderer sharpened to the diameter 50 ÷ 100µm. The measured ontat

resistane of suh interfaes does not exeed 1.5 · 10−4 Ω. To minimize the shunting effet, the ratio

between a ontat size and sample width was made down to approximately 0.1. The shunting effet

was studied separately on the Ni sample with purpose designed wide interfaes, see Inset b to Fig. 4.

The dimensions of the working area elements were as follows. For Fe sample: width of the ferro-

magneti ondutors Wac,bd ≈ 1.5 mm; Wcd ≈ 0.5 mm; their length Lac,bd ≈ 0.5 mm; Lcd ≈ 0.3 mm;

thikness t ≈ 0.25 mm. For Ni sample: Wac,bd ≈ 0.5 mm; Wcd ≈ 0.7 mm; Lac,bd ≈ 0.5 mm; Lcd ≈ 0.4
mm and t ≈ 0.1 mm. The measuring onfiguration in eah speifi ase is shown in the Insets to the

Figures.

After urves 1 (Fig. 3, 5) were taken, the resistanes of the working area elements,

Rac(T ), Rbd(T ), Rcd(T ), were independently measured by four�terminal tehnique. In this ase,
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though F/S interfaes were present their ontribution was thereby exluded. Either leads 3, 4 of the

sample or the ends of the opened Indium bridge ab (see Fig. 2) were used as potential leads, the

urrent flow onfiguration remaining fixed.

We ahieved a resistane resolution better than 10−4
due to temperature and urrent (0.1 ÷ 1 A)

stabilization and using the voltmeter based on a superonduting modulator aurate within δU ≈
10−11

V [15℄ for measuring potential differene.

Curve 1 in Fig. 3 depits the temperature dependene of the potential differene V1 and V2 at the

ends of the ab part, Ucb(T ) = |V1 − V2|(T ), normalized to the urrent in the branh abd formed by

two Fe ondutors a and bd, two Fe/In interfaes, and In bridge ab (see Inset). The urrent was

determined from the Kirhhoff's laws I = Icabd(1 + Icd/Icabd); Icd/Icabd = Rcabd/Rcd:

Icabd(T ) =
IRcd − U In

ab − 2(Uinterface + δUac)

RΣ

∣

∣

∣

∣

T

; (1)

RΣ|T = [Rac +Rbd +Rcd]T ; [Uinterface + δUac]T = [Ucb − (U In

ab + Uac)]T .

Here, U In
ab is the voltage drop measured independently at In bridge, Uinterface the potential differene

at the interfae, RΣ the total resistane of the ferromagneti part of the ontour adb, and δUac(T )
a possible addition into the voltage Uac(T ) aross the ferromagnet branh a whih was measured in

the onfiguration exluding the potential differene at the F/S interfae (see above).

As in ase with non�magneti metal in the N/S system Cu/Sn (Fig. 1, urve 2), the temperature�

dependent resistane of the F/S system Fe/In (Fig. 3, urve 1) alone does not give an indiation of

true resistive ontributions from the individual parts that form the F/S system. To separate those

ontributions, we should ompare urve 1 with the temperature behavior of the resistane of the same

system at the temperatures below superonduting transition temperature for Indium, T In
c = 3.41 K

(urve 2) where the resistane of In bridge turns to zero (see Inset b to Fig. 3).

Comparing the urves in Fig. 3, Ucb/Icabd(T ) (urve 1) and Rac(T ) ≡ [Uac/Icabd]T (urve 2) at the

temperatures T ≤ T In
c , we onlude that when the interfae hanges from the F/N to the F/S state, the

resistane of the whole system Fe+F/S interfae inreases as opposed to that of the Fe part a. Sine

the latter does not hange signifiantly (exept a hardly visible redution due to the shunting effet,

see lower panel in Fig. 3) the rise in the former may be attributed to the effet at the F/S interfae.

The temperature dependene of the Fe/In interfae resistane, Rinterface, obtained by subtrating the

dependenies Rac(T ) and U In

ab/Icabd from urve 1 is shown as urve 2 in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4 displays the resistane RΣ of the same part adb of the system Ni/In measured in the

presene of wide (urve 1) or point�like (urve 2) F/S interfaes. In both ases, with the measuring

onfigurations shown (see orresponding Insets), the interfae resistane is exluded as being a part of

potential leads. It an be seen that at T ≤ T In
c , after Andreev refletion turns on, the resistane RΣ

inreases abruptly by ≈ 1 · 10−8 Ω in ase of two point ontats (δR/R ≈ 0.035%) or by ≈ 7 · 10−7 Ω
in ase of two wide interfaes (δR/R ≈ 2.5%).

Aording to [6�8℄ the interferene ontribution from Andreev exitations sattered at the impu-

rities within a metal layer, of order of oherene length ξ for Andreev hybrid in thikness, whih is

measured at a distane L from the N/S interfae, provided lel ≥ ξ, d (d is the harateristi size of the

interfae), is given by

δR

R

∣

∣

∣

∣

int

=
ξ

L
r. (2)

Here, r is the effetive probability for eah exitation from an Andreev pair to satter elastially in

the layer ξ, regardless of the number of the pairs, i. e., of the probability of Andreev refletion. The

number of Andreev hybrids is established by the transmission oeffiient of an N/S interfae and by

the seletion rules. The voltage at the interfaes in our experiments did not exeed 0.15 meV for Fe/In

and 3 µeV for Ni/In, thus, we an entirely neglet the potential differene at the barrier. Therefore,

it follows from Eq. (2) that, in priniple, the resistane of the metal layer, L = ξ in thikness, may

double under Andreev refletion if r = 1.
Consider now ferromagnet metals. On quasilassial notion, the oherene of the Andreev pair of

exitations in an impure metal is onsidered to be destruted when the displaement of their trajetories

relative to eah other reahes the value exeeding the size of an impurity (of order of the de Broglie
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wave length). The maximum possible distane (ollisionless oherene length) at whih this may take

plae in a ferromagnet exhange field Hexch due to the Larmour urving of e and h trajetories, is of

order of the Larmour radius RL [19℄ and is given by

ξm ∼ RL

2π
=

~vF
kBTexch

, lel ≥ ξm (3)

(kBTexch ≡ µHexch, µ is the Bohr magneton). ξm is fixed and orresponds to a maximum possible

oherene length in a ferromagnet with elasti sattering length lel ≥ ξm. For lel < ξm and, hene, low

diffusion oeffiient D, the oherene length is additionally restrited to:

ξDexch ∼
√

(1/3)lelξm < ξm, lel < ξm. (4)

For Fe, the Curie temperature Texch is approximately 900 K, and ξm ≈ 0.05 µm. Aording to the

estimates, ξDexch for our Fe samples, with lel ≤ 0.01 µm, is too small in order that the interferene

ontribution (2) an be deteted. In ontrast, for Ni, with Texch ≃ 600 K and lel ∼ 1 µm, the equation

(3) is valid, and theoretial estimate yields ξm ∼ 0.1 µm. The oherene length in our Ni samples is

independently evaluated at ξ ≈ 0.1 µm. We used Eq. (2) and the experimental data for δR/R for the

point and wide interfaes Ni/In. For the wide interfae, it was aounted that the number of Andreev

hannels should be proportional to the F/S ontat area. Therefore, suh an unexpeted at first glane

manifestation of the oherent effet in a ferromagnet we observed does not fall outside the sope of

onventional onepts of the oherene length sale for Andreev exitations in ferromagneti metals

and has nothing to do with the long�range proximity effet.

The fall on urve 1, Fig. 4, at T ≈ T In
c testifies that when a superonduting potential lead

overlaps a part of a normal ondutor, a shunting effet appears due to spreading the urrent into

a superondutor. The effet may dominate any other effets in ondutane of a metal investigated

under the geometry of a three�layered sandwih (in planar nanostrutures) where the resistane of

the intermediate layer is, as a rule, lower than that of a normal metal but higher than that of a

superondutor. That is why we used the tehnology of preparing the interfaes desribed above,

whih allowed us to get the geometry approahing two�layered one. In this ase, the shunting effet,

though visible, is omparable in value to the effet of interferene derease in ondutane of the metal

investigated and is at most twie as muh as the latter (see urve 1, Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 displays the temperature�dependent potential differenes for Ni/In sample with wide in-

terfaes normalized to the urrent Icabd (see Eq. (1)). Curve 1, U1

ab(T ) = |V11 − V12|(T ), was taken
immediately at the Indium bridge while urve 2, U2

ab = |V21 − V22|(T ), was taken at the Ni leads,

see Inset to Fig. 5. In both onfigurations, the effets beyond the interfaes are eliminated and the

omparison between the two urves allows us to draw a onlusion of the effets proper to the interfae,

and their temperature behavior.

In Fig. 6, urve 1, we present the resistane vs temperature of wide F/S interfaes in the Ni/In

sample (at points a and b) as a differene between urves 1 and 2, Fig. 5, together with that of Fe/In

point interfae (urve 2, see above). As seen, the resistive behavior of both wide (Ni/In) and point

(Fe/In) interfaes is qualitatively similar, irrespetive of the interfae geometry. At T > T In
c , the

interfae resistane varies with temperature as a result of known hange in eletron�phonon mean free

paths of the metals next to the interfae. When Indium goes to the superonduting state the urrent

omponent perpendiular to the plane of an interfae disappears. Entering into the superonduting

bridge ab the urrent is thus driven to the edges of the interfae. "Interfae resistane" at the minimum

of urves 1, 2 an be treated as a ertain minimal value reahed at T = T In
c . It is this value that

should serve as an origin point when alulating any resistive ontributions into the interfae resistane

if only those may appear when Andreev refletion turns on. As seen from Fig. 6, these ontributions,

δRF/S/RF/N , are positive for both metals and reah the following values: about 40% for Ni/In (urve

1) and about 20% for Fe/In (urve 2).

The above findings we onsider as a diret onfirmation of spin aumulation at the interfaes Fe/In

and Ni/In. It is learly demonstrated espeially in ase of Ni/In interfae where the ontribution from

the transport effets in a ferromagneti branh beyond the interfae was almost entirely eliminated.

It would appear reasonable that the value of the resistive jump at the Ni/In interfae is entirely

determined by the ontribution from small disequilibrium regions lose to the superonduting potential
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probes where exhange spin splitting takes plae. Now we show that the length of suh region, λ∗
s, at

the Ni/In interfae does not exeed the spin relaxation length, λs, in nikel investigated.

In fat, the value for δRF/S/RF/N for the sample Fe/In was obtained in the onfiguration inluded

the resistane of a long ferromagneti branh, in any ase, of no less than a spin�relaxation length in

size. It appeared to be approximately of the same order of magnitude as that for the sample Ni/In.

Therefore, we may onlude that in both our samples, the spatial sale of the spin�relaxation length

λs should be of the same order of magnitude. As known from theory [15, 16, 4℄, the hange in the

resistane of the F/S interfae due to spin�aumulation effet, δRF/S , is omparable to the resistane

of a ferromagnet part of the length equal to the spin�flip length:

δRF/S =
λs

σA
f(P ), (5)

f(P ) =
P 2

1− P 2
; P = (σ↑ − σ↓)/σ; σ = σ↑ + σ↓.

Here, P is the degree of spin polarization; σ, σ↑, σ↓, and A the total, spin�dependent ondutivities,

and the ross�setion of a ferromagnet, respetively. Using Eq. (5) and geometri parameters for our

samples and taking into aount that PFe ≈ PNi
[18℄ we find

λFe
s

λNi
s

=
δRFe/S

δRNi/S
· l

Fe
el

lNi
el

· A
Fe

ANi
≈ 2. (6)

This result onfirms that the spatial sales of the spin�flip length, λFe
s and λNi

s , in our samples are

omparable. Therefore, the size of the region whih determines the value of the spin�aumulation

effet observed is no more than the spin�relaxation length in eah metal. In this ase, aording to

Eq. (5), it is the values of λs for Fe/In and λ∗
s for Ni/In that we should use as the length of the

ondutors to the resistane RF/N of whih we ompare the values δRF/S obtained in the experiment.

It allows us to estimate independently the degree of ondutane spin polarization for Fe and Ni from

our experimental data:

P =
√

(δRF/S/RF/N )/(1 + δRF/S/RF/N ), (7)

whene it follows that PFe ≈ 45% and PNi ≈ 50%. The values oinide pratially with those

obtained from other experiments [20℄. We an roughly estimate the spin�relaxation length in the

metals investigated if by A in Eq. (5) is meant the ross�setion of the ontour through whih the

urrent is injeted into the superonduting bridge, i. e., the prodution of the interfae ontour length

by the width of the Meissner layer. This yields λFe
s ∼ 900 �

A and λNi
s > 500 �

A.

In onlusion, we have investigated spin�dependent ondutane of the marosopi heterosystems

ferromagnet (Fe, Ni) / superondutor (In) and obtained further evidene for the spin aumulation to

exist at the F/S interfaes. The effet results from the peuliarities of Andreev refletion under urrent

polarization in a ferromagnet. Previously, the experiments on the system Ni/Al of submiron size [21℄

have led to the similar onlusion. In addition, we have first proved that the oherent effets in the

ondutane of a ferromagnet (nikel) ontated to a superondutor an be observed within the limits

of a oherene length for Andreev exitations typial of a ferromagnet, provided the ferromagnet is pure

enough. Our experiments verify that the oherene length in a pure ferromagnet may appear to be

omparable to that length in a non�magneti metal with shorter elasti sattering length of eletrons.

Our results do not onfirm the possible existene of the long�range proximity effet in onventional

ferromagnets.
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Figure aptions

Fig. 1. Temperature dependene of the resistane of the system normal�metal /superondutor

(Cu/Sn) in the measuring onfigurations beyond the interfae (urve 1) and inluding the interfae

(urve 2) [6℄.

Fig. 2. Shemati view of the samples [Fe, Ni℄/In. The ondutane measurements were performed

inside the working area adb enlosed by the dashed line.

Fig. 3. Upper panel: Temperature dependene of the Fe/In system resistane (urve 1) measured

in the onfiguration shown in Inset a and that of the Fe part a (urve 2) measured independently.

Inset a: Configuration of measurements. Thin lines shematially depit Fe ondutors. Arrows

indiate the urrent flow path.

Inset b: Indium bridge resistane vs temperature.

Lower panel: A setion of urves 1, 2 in the viinity of Indium superonduting transition on an

enlarged sale.

Fig. 4. Resistane of the ferromagneti Ni ontour adb in wide (urve 1, Inset b) or point�like

(urve 2, Inset ) ontat with the superonduting In probes.

Fig. 5. Curve 1: Temperature�dependent resistane of the Indium bridge measured between the

potential probes V11, V12 beyond the F/S interfae.

Curve 2: Temperature�dependent resistane of the Indium bridge in series with Ni/In interfaes

measured between the probes V21, V22.

Inset: Configuration of measurements. Thin lines shematially depit Ni ondutors. Arrows

indiate the urrent flow path.

Fig. 6. Temperature dependene of the resistane at the interfaes Ni/In (urve 1) and Fe/In

(urve 2). For details see text.
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